
Trisha 
 

trisha_29: tuuuune 

trisha_29: rocks my hips back and forth 

sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmmm trish  

Gabriela92: glances at Trisha getting her "free weekend party girl" groove on.... 

tanked_pirate: more like yum! trish!  

trisha_29: grins....reaches up...pulls the pony tail holder from my hair....leaning my head 

back...shaking the wild mess out to tumble down  

pvclucygirl: woo hoo 

tanked_pirate: *stares and takes notice* 

D r a z: smiles watching as trisha takes the beat  into her 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at trish as i wiggle against the bar 

joyful lia: perks 

sweet_rodeo_girl: did i hear that right ? trish comes in different flavors? 

joyful lia: lol 

trisha_29: running my fingers back through my hair....listening to the beat of the 

music....rolling my hips slowly giving them a little snap with the beat 

Bee_passionately_blue: is that in hot, hotter, and hell she's hot fire rodeo? 

Gabriela92: here we go...mmm, hmmmm 

pvclucygirl: sips my champagne, watching from my barstool 

sweet_rodeo_girl: bumps hips with lucy as we both watch trish  

trisha_29: lifts my legs...spins my ass on the bar top...dropping my feet on top of the 

bar....twisting my body and standing up on the bar....my hands flat on my tummy....the 

edge of my little tank top sliding up....head back listening to the music....rolling my hips 

forward as i lean back slightly 

sweet_rodeo_girl: now sit down so we can see trish dance  

pvclucygirl: hehe 

tanked_pirate: *takes a front row seat* 

Gabriela92: crosses my legs and tugs down my hem, then turns to watch Trisha. 

trisha_29: grins....snaps my head to the left...eyes up the pole....pushing up on my tip 

toes....padding down the bar...hips snapping left and right towards the pole 

Gabriela92: eyes following Trisha's swaying backside....mmmm, tasty!!! 

sweet_rodeo_girl: wants to be a pole now  

tanked_pirate: *watches every motion trish makes on that pole* 

RocketManFL: and what great goodies they are winks 

D r a z: watches at trisha heads to the pole  ........ feet following the beat 

trisha_29: stops in front of the pole....pushes up higher on my tip toes...little fingers 

wiggling and reaching up....wrapping one by one around the hard steel....shifting my 

stance to straddle against the pole....swaying my ass back and forth with the beat........ 

sweet_rodeo_girl: turns my back to the room shakes my ass at the teaser and lets my hands grip the bar to 

stay in place 

D r a z: smiles at rodeo as she restrains herself ,but her ass shakes  

tanked_pirate: turns around, gets up as if to get a drink from the bar,  



trisha_29: twists my hand around the pole.....stroking it up and down....moving 

closer....the thin materiall of my little body shorts pressed to the pole...rolls my hips in a 

circular motion against the pole 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks in the mirror rocks my hips left and right while my skirt slides up my tanned 

thighs but winks at trish  

pvclucygirl: slides back up on to a barstool glad i didnt miss anything 

Gabriela92: squirms watching the hips polish the metal.. 

D r a z:  eyes on the short  as they polish  the pole  

pvclucygirl: smiles, ty liab 

trisha_29: pulls back from the pole....turning my back to it....arching my back...the pole 

pressed right against the crack of my ass...one hand raised above my head...holding the 

pole..my other hand slithering from the side of my neck down over the swell of my 

breasts....rubbing my ass up and down slowly 

sweet_rodeo_girl: >>>>>knew trish was good at polishing the bar but........not going to say any more  

Gabriela92: gawks at the path of the fingers, following every curve... 

trisha_29: drops my hand from holding tight to the pole....sliding it down over the swell 

of my breasts....grasping at my top...feeling the buttons holding it closed pull 

tight....giving the top a tug and ripping it open.....dropping to my knees as the beat of the 

music changes...leaning back...thighs spread wide...hips lifting and lowering with the 

music 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles and sits at the end of the bar so i can see it all  

D r a z: those thighs pumping sending messages to ride  

sweet_rodeo_girl: shhhhhhhh Draz lol 

sweet_rodeo_girl: i bit my tongue 3 times already  

trisha_29: slding my hands down...stroking the edges of my nails up along the inside of 

my thighs...shoulders back against the stage floor 

Gabriela92: gasps as the top is torn....oh, my.... 

D r a z: winks at rodeo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: whistles and snaps my fingers for trish 

trisha_29: pushes myself up onto my knees....grins and jumps to my feet....reaching up 

and running my fingers through my hair....bouncing my ass up and down with the beat 

D r a z: watches  trisha as she shakes  that  tushy  

Gabriela92: nods my head in time with the bouncing tushy... 

trisha_29: waves my hands in the air...twirling them in circles...my hips circling in the 

oposite direction....stepping around in a slow circle 

sweet_rodeo_girl: this dance makes me forget all about the mens butt's we were talking of earlier  

pvclucygirl: goes to take another sip, must look silly didnt realise it was empty, too busy watching 

the gorgeous trisha 

D r a z:  opens a bottle of  Louis Roederer Cristal Rosé 2002 champagne  and pours a flute 

full and slides it over  to lucy on a LAB coaster *winks  

pvclucygirl: oooo, an upgrade for me .... yummy 

trisha_29: steps with the beat back down the bar....stopping in front of tanked....turning 

my back to him....hips snapping...ass cheeks shaking 

D r a z: watches as the hips snap ...........points  to the no hands to tanked 



surfking_24: damn right 

sweet_rodeo_girl: lets hope tanked can take it 

tanked_pirate:  can take it!!! 

Gabriela92: wb, Buckeye 

trisha_29: drops my ass down to the bar top....popping it up and down....easing back up 

to stand 

D r a z: watches as trisha drops to the bar and back up 

trisha_29: snaps my head and eyes up surf......grins....spins and makes my way to 

him....crooks my finger....grabbing the front of his shirt and making him stand....turning 

and pressing back...wiggling my ass with the beat 

Gabriela92: gosh... those legs just don't stop!!! 

surfking_24: smiles wide, in a nice base to keep strong for trishas ass 

tanked_pirate:  stares watching the motions 

trisha_29: raises my arm...wraps it back around surf's neck....working my hips back and 

forth...snapping with the beat 

surfking_24: brings my hands round front, and works my hands down, fingers first, on 

the sides of trishas body to hips as she pops it 

D r a z: points to  the no hands sign ...to surf  

surfking_24: does a disappearing act with my hands, smiling 

trisha_29: grins....ohhh i so knew you knew how to dance to this surf....giggles and rocks 

my shoulders back and forth....hips snapping...laughing...pushing away from his 

chest....leaning forward....shaking my ass  

surfking_24: bites bottom lip seeing your ass shake so perfectly to the beat 

trisha_29: grins...reaches back and gives my ass a smack....laughs and skips back over to 

my seat 

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles at trish  

surfking_24: raises a glass still in standing ovation, bravo trishaaaaaaaaaaa, haha 

D r a z: stands and looks over at trusha ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.Bravo Bravo ........superb  

...whistles  

pvclucygirl: awesome dance trisha 

RocketManFL: claps for trish, woo hoo 

tanked_pirate: *claps for Trish*  

Gabriela92: whistles and claps for Trisha, standing on the foot ring of my stool...wooo, 

hoooo!!!!! 

tanked_pirate: ENCORE! 

D r a z: super dance trisha ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. so very sexy   

Bee_passionately_blue: thanks for the dance trisha 

surfking_24: very nice nice dance 

 

 

 

 

 



B ettena 
 
 

lovingsakada:  

D r a z: smiles and looks at bettena ............. please do ! 

b ettena: I am due again, arent I ? 

D r a z: oh yes you are  

lovingsakada:    

b ettena: I see what Jackie means about the music...that is prime pole music 

lovingsakada: oh hon it is  

b ettena: Although it doesn take a pole....* smiles and slides off the barstool, leans over to grab it 

and sways * 

lovingsakada: mention pole dance & our poor myl dropped his drink along with his jaw 

 lol 

mylstoknowhere:    

D r a z: eyes following the swaying hips  

b ettena: * moves slowly, swaying from side to side, looks back, runs a hand on the body * 

lovingsakada: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm excellent Draz    

pvclucygirl: mmm sips my champagne as i watch the beautiful b 

D r a z: watches thehands and the swinging hips..  its all for us ......i think im going to 

explode  

b ettena: * takes a seat on the barstool, raises a stockinged leg, points the shoe to the ceiling and 

runs a hand up and down the leg.....tugs the skirt back ever so slightly * 

mylstoknowhere: 0_0 watches the tug 

lovingsakada:      

b ettena: * leans back against the counter....raises and lowers the leg * 

D r a z:  eyeson stalks as wesee thethighs  

b ettena: * reaches to pull the heels off and lays them aside, raises and lowers the leg, runs the 

hand over it * 

Al_dente_: hmmmm nice legs........ 

lovingsakada:   cccc 

b ettena: * slides off the barstool again, sways in place, spins around and holds the skirt in 

fingertips * 

D r a z: shes on fire  

b ettena: * draws it slowly higher....then lets it fall * 

b ettena: * spins and sways, then works my way to the stage, steps on and grabs the pole and 

sways left and right *\ 

D r a z:   smilesat  the tease .................shes on fire ok  

lovingsakada:  



b ettena: * rests to the pole, continues to sway, tugs the skirt again....raising it show the stocking 

tops attached to the suspenders of the garter belt * 

b ettena: * loosens a button on the blouse, then another while continuing to sway * 

lovingsakada: she's an artist ccccccc 

D r a z: grins watching   the atrist paint her puicture .......oh shes on fire  

b ettena: * tosses the hair back, loosens two more buttons and lets the blouse fall from the 

shoulders * 

b ettena: * tugs the blouse out from the skirt...loosens the last of the buttons * 

D r a z: grins as the blouse slips  off the shoulders  

lovingsakada: who knows CPR believe myl's heart just stopped  lol 

b ettena: * rocks left and right, spins and grabs the pole, sways and rolls the hips * 

D r a z:  grins as wewatch  ther  sexy bettena  

lovingsakada:   ccccc 

b ettena: * tosses the hair again, shakes the blouse loose from the shoulders, then pulls it off and 

tosses it away * 

D r a z: catches the blouse.. singing take it off .... 

mylstoknowhere:    

b ettena: * moves again, rocks the hips and gives the shoulders a little sway * 

Al_dente_: thinks I might have to the stetson Draz had on earlier... 

b ettena: spins again, reaches to loosen the skirt and tugs it slowly over the hips, then 

pauses...looks back, licks the lips * 

Al_dente_: hmm such a sexy move 

b ettena: * continues to sway, tugs the skirt a little lower....then pushes it down and kicks it away * 

D r a z:  take me down ,  take it off     . grins  seeing the sway   ..shivering  down myspine 

b ettena: * tosses the hair again....stockings on the legs, held in place by the garter belt, g string 

and matching bra still left * 

b ettena: * grabs the pole and sways, spins and rests to the pole, draws a leg up and runs a hand 

over it * 

D r a z: grins as my eyes wander all over  bettena  

b ettena: * the other hand runs up the body, cups a breast, then squeezes it playfully and teases at 

the nipple * 

Al_dente_: loves what the scaffold of that lengerie  is hiding 

b ettena: * tosses the hair again....struts from the pole, spins and rocks the hips hard to the tune * 

lovingsakada:    

D r a z: shes a nuaghty little girl ............and she knows we like it that way  

b ettena: spins again, leans over, runs a hand up the back of the leg, circles it on the butt * 

pvclucygirl: mmm 

b ettena: * sways the hips, rubs the hand slowly, then gives the butt a smack * 

D r a z: smiles as i hear  the resounding slappppppppp 

b ettena: * sways again, stands, spins and dances to the tune, rocking hard as the hair goes flying * 

b ettena: * steps to the pole, drapes a leg around it, looks back and runs a hand between the legs 

and lets the head fall back * 



Al_dente_: watches the way b's body twists and turns 

pvclucygirl: she is amazing isnt she Al? 

lovingsakada:    

Al_dente_: she is.... 

D r a z: smiles watching the hair  brush the floor 

b ettena: * continues the rocking, the faux rubbing between the legs, and again lets the head fall 

back * 

Al_dente_: wishes those were my hands.... 

b ettena: * lowers the leg, rests to the pole, slides up and down and widens the legs....runs the 

hands up and down on the inside * 

D r a z:  watchesthe thighsand the hands  

b ettena: * slowly raises....keeps the leg spread as much as possible...knowing the eyes are on the 

light black g string * 

D r a z:  smilesasi see the  string stretched  overflesh  

b ettena: * steps away and grabs the pole, spins around, hair flying again, then hooks the leg and 

leans back, hands run up and down the body, cup the breasts * 

D r a z: smilesseeing thebreastsalmost spilling out ............ 

b ettena: * slowly raises, runs the hand again between the legs, brings a finger to the lips.....and 

the tongue snakes at the finger tip * 

b ettena: * sucks on the finger tip, then rests back to the pole and simply sways, hands moving at 

random over the body * 

lovingsakada:    

Al_dente_: sighs.... 

b ettena: * the head falls back, the mouth opens.... 

D r a z: findsmy tongueflicking  asif herfinger is o n my lips  

b ettena: the hands again squeeze on the breasts, then lower down the body and again run up and 

down the stockinged legs while bent over * 

D r a z: smiles seeing the open mouth   just imagining  

b ettena: * drops to the floor, rests back on the hands, brings a leg up and points it to the ceiling, 

then a hand again runs over the silken material * 

lovingsakada: oooooo ~~just bit my finger  

b ettena: * spins around, brings a leg under the other....and runs the hands along the sides, then up 

the body....again cups and squeezes the breasts * 

Al_dente_: gorgeous legs.... 

pvclucygirl: amazing legs 

lovingsakada:    

D r a z: smilesas  my handspulse   

b ettena: * rests back upon the hands....legs spread and again the slow swaying to the music 

continues * 

b ettena: * brings on hand around....lightly moves along the inner thighs, then brushes the 

fingertips upon the g string * 

D r a z: grinsas asmy eyeswanderup  thespreadthighs  



b ettena: * spins around, leg under the other, swaying in place as again the hands move * 

Al_dente_: that gstring isnt very big.... 

b ettena: * smiles.....slides a bra strap off the shoulder, lowers the bra ever so little and sways again 

* 

b ettena: * spins around, stands and sways to the pole, grabs and continues to sway slowly to the 

tune * 

D r a z: smiles seeing the sweell of breast  and the hint of nipple 

lovingsakada:    

b ettena: * rests back...leaves the bra strap off the shoulder....lowers the head....and pauses * 

D r a z: smiles as shepauses,,,,, a  thebeat  takesup again 

b ettena: * raises the head, grabs the pole and rolls the hips a little faster....then the head starts to 

move * 

b ettena: * rests to the pool and continues the sway, runs the hands over the body, squeezes the 

breasts again * 

D r a z: grins watching  that body undulateto  therythmn  

pvclucygirl: trails my tounge absent mindedly against the rim of my champagne flute as i watch 

b ettena: * steps from the pole, sways and rocks the body, hair flying away, and spins before 

grabbing the pole and rolling the hips fast and hard * 

b ettena: * the head falls back, the hips keep rocking, then pressing to the pole, I glide a little upon 

it * 

b ettena: * the mouth opens, the hair falls back as the up and down motions continue * 

D r a z: smiles at the humping hips   and the glide up and down the pole  

Al_dente_: <mutters to himself that he's comming back as  a pole... 

b ettena: * spins around, steps away and simply rocks in place, head moving with the music * 

D r a z:  can almost feel her  arousal sherocks to the beat   

Al_dente_: - or pehaps a g-string... 

b ettena: * backs to the pole, reaches up and glides on the pole, again eyes closed, head back * 

b ettena: * the hips continue the sway, left, then snapped right and again left to the beat * 

Al_dente_: Watches B's body swaying and moving 

Al_dente_: <shifts uneasily in the seat, trying to get comfortable 

b ettena: * rests back again, hands up and down each leg, spins around, leans over and sways the 

butt, gives it a slap * 

lovingsakada:    

D r a z: smiles seeing the butt redden b ettena: * keeps the rolling of the hips going, then 

stands, moves back to the pole and rests against it, head again lowers * 

b ettena: * looks up and smiles...steps from the stage * 

D r a z: holds up a  Lab Robe for bettena  

Al_dente_: Applauds ..... 

b ettena: * turns for  

Al_dente_: well done!!! 

b ettena: Draz to slip the robe on, belts it * 

b ettena: thank you.... 

D r a z:  smiles as i slip  te robeon and ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,bravo bravo bettena.........superb  



b ettena: Now that was fun ! 

Al_dente_: lol  it was! 

lovingsakada: ccccc that was  lol 

D r a z: mmmm itsurewasforus too  

b ettena: And I have Jackie to thank ! 

Al_dente_: you'll notice I didn't stand to applaud... too awkward 

Al_dente_: Hi Kelli 

lovingsakada: yvw b enjoyed the show hon  

lovingsakada: know a real artist when I see one lol 

b ettena: * takes a seat at the bar *   

D r a z:   would you like a drink now  bettena ? 
b ettena: Vodka tonic, tripe lime wedge please 

 
Sweet Rodeo 
sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at draz jumps onto the bar parts my legs and lets the top half of my body move to 

the beat  

websterace3: watches Rodeo wooo hoooo 

D r a z:  winks at rodeo as  I see   rodeo  rock  to the music  

websterace3: sucks on my ice cube 

sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my hips side to side unbuttons two buttons on my shirt smiles and wiggles my 

toes at web and Draz  

websterace3: looks up at Rodeo and smiles go girl rock on 

D r a z: mmm such sweet curves    hidden in that clothing  ,,,,,,,  

websterace3: sits back enjoying the view 

sweet_rodeo_girl: tosses my head so my hair falls down my back winks and lets my skin be seen between 

my open top as my shoulders shimmy with the beat of this song 

websterace3: woooooooooo hoooooooo Rodeo  

websterace3: my ice is melting 

surfking_24: damn rodeo...nice toss 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles web is gonna need more ice draz  

websterace3: lol 

surfking_24: hhaha 

sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks on the bar letting m y knees open and close as i look around the room 

websterace3: weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

websterace3: keeps my eyes on Rodeo yummyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

surfking_24: sits in the bouncy chair on the corner of bar 

D r a z: eye s focused on the thighs  

sweet_rodeo_girl: archs lifting my ass off the bar smiles and shakes my head so my hair stays in place as i i 

unbutton one more button  

surfking_24: watching the button pull away from the cloth 

D r a z:  such  hot curves rodeo  

surfking_24: very 



sweet_rodeo_girl: winks shimmys my shoulders as my top slides down my back onto the bar and lets the 

men see myt blue bra that barely covers my boobs  

surfking_24: shutters to the sight 

D r a z:  smiles seeing  the breats bubbling over  the bra  

sweet_rodeo_girl: bends my knees as i lay back letting my thighs slide from under my white skirt tosses 

my head side to side and lifts my ass off the bar  

surfking_24: smiles bright to the thighs 

D r a z: grins as  we see  the log thighs  

sweet_rodeo_girl: archs just enought so you can see my matching panties rocks side to side and winks as 

my head swings with the music 

surfking_24: thank God for good music... 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at surf rocks my hips an lets my knees open and close while my hair hangs down 

my back  

D r a z: light reflecting off  the long hair  ............the thighs hypnotic  

surfking_24: smiling at the sight of your knees opening just enough to see the panty 

color, watching you enjoy yourself to the tunes 

sweet_rodeo_girl: wiggles my lower body making my skirt slide up my thighs winks at draz as my blue 

panties show more  

D r a z: winks back ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. the panties bulging with promise  

sweet_rodeo_girl: poor web he overheated  

surfking_24: ha ha yeah poor guy 

D r a z: must have got called for food 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks rocks my hips lets my skirt slide down my hips and stands up so it falls onto the 

bar with my top spins around smiles into the mirror rolls my hips left and right and lets you two look me over  

D r a z:  smiles ........... as my eyes wander all over rodeo  

surfking_24: looks down then slowly up those amazing curvy legs to the hips 

sweet_rodeo_girl: bends over thrusts my ass out and to one side grabs a peice of ice winks at you both 

between my legs and rubs the ice up one thigh then down the other  

D r a z: the ice leaving a ssexy trail up  the thighs  

surfking_24: oh what a delightful ass, looking over to the ice melting so quickly 

sweet_rodeo_girl: slips it over each nipple winks then sucks it into my mouth as i roll my hips side to side  

surfking_24: mmm damn 

surfking_24: the sucking and rolling, perfect 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at rachel winks and wiggles my ass an turns back to the men  

sweet_rodeo_girl: hugss and kisses her hello 

sweet_rodeo_girl: drops to my knees runs my hands up my tummy cups my breasts and squeezes eachone 

as my head rocks left and right  

sweet_rodeo_girl: unclips my bra winks at rachel but makes sure the straps stay in place and slides my 

hands under my bra to tease her  

rachel_75_1: eyes drawn to rodeo as i smile at the perfect view i have  

D r a z: watches rodeo as she teases so well 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles hops down moves to rachel an wiggles my ass at the guys  

D r a z:  watches  as rodeo  wifggles .......such a hot ass 



sweet_rodeo_girl: licks my lips bends over so rachel can see down my bra shakes my hair to cover my 

boobs and whispers into her ear  

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles  

sweet_rodeo_girl: a drink wont stop me  

rachel_75_1: hehe  

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks mmm ty rachel rolls my hips and shoulders sending my hair over each shoulder 

and across my breasts winks an kisses you  

rachel_75_1: feeling her soft lips upon mine i smile from the inside out  

sweet_rodeo_girl: steps back rolls my hips spins around and moves back to the bar with my back to the 

room  

sweet_rodeo_girl: grips the bar turns my head and starts rockin my hips side to side while my hair tickles 

m y nipples  

D r a z:  grins at rodeo  

sweet_rodeo_girl: wb web did u cool off? 

websterace3: ty Rodeo yes I did  

surfking_24: ha ha...well web its like a sauna in here  

sweet_rodeo_girl: turns to face the room grinds my back to the bar and winks at rachel while my hips 

swing with the beat and lets my hands grip the bar  

sweet_rodeo_girl: hops up onto the bar crosses my legs an smiles thanks for the music draz  

D r a z: winks at rodeoo ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,nice dance  

websterace3: clapps for Rodeo  

surfking_24: very nice 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles and waves to the room..winks at rachel as i move to the back room for a minute 

 
Gabriela  
 
 
Gabriela92: rolls my shoulders as I shuffle across the dance floor, swinging my tushy 

Gabriela92: bends forward slightly... hands on knees... 

Gabriela92: shimmies my shoulders.... 

websterace3: Wooo hoo Gab 

Gabriela92: grinds my backside in the air.... 

websterace3: Licks my ice cream cone as I watch Gabriela 

MsSmooth: goodness she can move 

websterace3: Woooo hoooo 

Gabriela92: pulses my pelvis a few times.... 

websterace3: Dances in my booth 

Gabriela92: does a slow strut around the perimeter of the dance floor... 

websterace3: Winks at MsSmooth  

Gabriela92: pointing at each customer as I pass their table, booth, or stool... 

Gabriela92: Hi, Mike!! 

drummer_ou812: i need a towel 

MsSmooth: licks around it getting some on my lips 



websterace3: Mmmm nice 

Gabriela92: stops at Webster's table.... 

Gabriela92: leans down... 

websterace3: Rubs a ice cube on my forhead 

Gabriela92: runs my tongue slowly around the smooth, firm......  

websterace3: Looks up at Gab 

Gabriela92: ice cream cone.... 

websterace3: Smiles 

MsSmooth: ohhh 

websterace3: Ohhhh booy 

websterace3: Catches my breath 

Gabriela92: snaps my fingers and jumps straight up... 

websterace3: Takes a deep breath 

Gabriela92: lands on my feet and shuffles over to Drummer's chair.... 

drummer_ou812: winks 

websterace3: Have to get more ice cream 

Gabriela92: puts my foot up on the front edge of his chair, right between his legs.... 

MsSmooth: you got ice cream all over your pants it looks like 

Gabriela92: leans forward, deeply bending my raised knee... 

Gabriela92: noses almost touching.... 

websterace3: Sit melted MsSmooth 

Gabriela92: shimmies my chest in front of him and tousles his hair.... 

MsSmooth: uh huh 

drummer_ou812: <<<< is bald lol 

websterace3: Goes to the changeing room 

drummer_ou812: i still need a towel,,,even moreso now lol 

Gabriela92: lol, Drummer!  work with me, boy! 

drummer_ou812: i like my head rubbed gab lol 

joyful lia: tosses drummer a towel 

drummer_ou812: i dont want to drool on gab 

Gabriela92: pulls drummer's bald head forward and down.... 

drummer_ou812: i have to roll up my tounge from her dancing around 

Gabriela92: polishes the top of it between my boobies... 

drummer_ou812: woooo hooooo 

Gabriela92: playfully pushes him away 

Gabriela92: saunters away, looking back over my shoulder and winking.... 

websterace3: Gets another ice cream cone 

MsSmooth: id like to take dance lessons from Gabi 

liability3_1: gets another beer gonna watch the show lol 

Gabriela92: We can arrange that, Smooth!!! LOL 

MsSmooth: i dance like Elaine from Seinfeld 

websterace3: Starts to lick it 

drummer_ou812: lol 

Gabriela92: wanders over to Liability... 



websterace3: You have a great moves Ms Smooth 

Gabriela92: stands behind his chair... 

Gabriela92: rests my hands on his shoulders... 

MsSmooth: no i dont really lol 

Gabriela92: bending my torso almost horizontally... 

liability3_1: forget the beer  

Gabriela92: moving my feet further back into a plank position.... 

liability3_1: im staying right here 

websterace3: I bet you do Ms Smooth winks 

MsSmooth: well in some ways maybe not dancing 

Gabriela92: does half a dozen slow, provocative pushups using Liability's shoulders as 

the base for my hands... 

liability3_1: loooks at gabi 

Gabriela92: lowers myself on the last one... 

Gabriela92: rests my chin on his shoulder.... 

liability3_1: looks over 

liability3_1: want to kiss her 

Gabriela92: does a half-roll to rest my neck on him, supported by his shoulder and my 

heels on the floor. 

Gabriela92: licks up the side of Liability's neck from his collar to the back of his ear.... 

liability3_1: pushes back saysss mmmmmmmm  

Gabriela92: tugs his ear lobe with my lips... 

websterace3: Weeeeeeeeee 

liability3_1: wow this nice 

websterace3: Swings around my booth  

Gabriela92: kisses him on the cheek and snaps back up into a standing position.... 

liability3_1: but why 

liability3_1: i liked you that way 

liability3_1: hi philly 

Gabriela92: snaps my hips exaggeratedly as I walk over to Myls' seat.... 

Gabriela92: pulls Myls' feet out from under his chair, straightening his legs.... 

Gabriela92: squats and sits down on his ankles.... 

Gabriela92: spider-walks my fingers up his shins.... 

MsSmooth: think myls is in shock 

Gabriela92: up over his knees.... 

liability3_1: or dead at this pint lmao 

Gabriela92: up the front of his thighs.... 

liability3_1: point 

Gabriela92: up to his belt.... 

Gabriela92: hooks Myls' front belt loops with my index and middle fingers on both hands, 

and hauls myself back to standing.... 

Gabriela92: moves back to the dance floor... 

Gabriela92: rolls up the bottom of my tank top.... 

Gabriela92: knots the shirt above my belly button, showing off my new faux-pearl navel 



pendant.... 

Gabriela92: haha,, thanks! 

Gabriela92: slips my hands into my back jeans pockets... 

liability3_1: this should be good 

Gabriela92: grinds my backside into my fingers... 

Gabriela92: Hot Blooded!!!! wooooooo!!!!! 

Yogi56: oh my.....when I come back the next time I want to be "balck jeans pockets" 

Gabriela92: bounces my tushy to the right, giving my right bun a slap on each beat of the 

song.... 

Gabriela92: runs my fingers up into my hair, lifting it off my shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: swivels my tummy like a hula dancer.... 

Gabriela92: puts both hands flat on my tummy, fingers pointing to my navel... 

Yogi56: catching my breath...... 

Yogi56: Kind of makes me want to do one tounge push ups 

Gabriela92: slips my thumb down the front of my jeans.... 

dirtyoldman23: lol 

Gabriela92: tugs the waistband of my royal blue panties out into view.... 

dirtyoldman23: watches gabi with increased interest  

Gabriela92: then lets it snap back out of sight... 

MsSmooth: Gabi can sure captivate a room 

dirtyoldman23: she sure can MsSmooth 

Gabriela92: slow song... slides back over to my stool and tilts back my beer.... 

 
Lia and Myls 
 
mylstoknowhere: maybe a nice slow dance will wake her ..... holds hand out 

joyful lia: aww..takes your hand 

trisha_29: awwwwwww thats cute 

mylstoknowhere: pulls u to me 

trisha_29: you men should take some notes here!!!!!!!!! 

mylstoknowhere: hugs ya tight as we shuffle to the dance floor 

joyful lia: smiles..sliding my arms around your neck 

mylstoknowhere: sooooooo dimly lit 

Bee_passionately_blue: trish likes slow dancing and being asked to do so respectfully 

joyful lia: sways with your body as the music plays 

mylstoknowhere: shuffles our feet as we spin in circles 

joyful lia: grins feeling my hair lift as we spin 

mylstoknowhere: eyes lookin deep into urs 

joyful lia: strokes the back of your neck,smiling as you lead 

trisha_29: its all about giving the girl attention and showing others you want her....not 

just hoping in the box and banging !!!! 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmm luvs the strokin as our hips bump into each others 

surfking_24: sits back enjoying the dancing bar 



joyful lia: bites my lip as i feel your hips agaisnt mine 

mylstoknowhere: touches noses with you and grins 

mylstoknowhere: hands on ur lower back huggin you tightly 

joyful lia: grins as my forhead leans to yours 

joyful lia: working in slowly ,close to your warmth 

joyful lia: slides my hands up and down your strong back 

mylstoknowhere: pouts out my lips to yours kissin u softly and humming to the tune  

joyful lia: smiles feeling the soft kiss 

mylstoknowhere: shuffles her & spins her in liab's area  

trisha_29: tuuuuuuuuuuuuuuune!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

mylstoknowhere: holds her hand out 

mylstoknowhere: thumpin my hips and swayin to the new beat 

trisha_29: stayyyyyyyyy with me.....cuz your all i need......this aint love its clear to 

see..but darlin...stayyyyyyyyyyyyyy with me............ 

mylstoknowhere: hands slide up her back to ur shoulders 

mylstoknowhere: places my cheek to ur cheek blows in ur ear  

joyful lia: melts into you 

mylstoknowhere: humssss stay with me ! 

trisha_29: stay with me....cuz your...allllllll i need....this aint love its clear to see....but 

darlin...stayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy with me.......oh wont you stay with me...cuz your alll i 

neeeeeed............. 

joyful lia: loving your softness 

trisha_29: woohoooooooo draz!!!! 

D r a z: winks at trisha  

trisha_29: all alone it was a fever.....a cold sweat hot headed believer....i threw my hands 

in the air said show me something...he said if you dare come a little closer................ 

trisha_29: winks back at draz 

mylstoknowhere: moans softly in ur ear as ur warmth overwhelms me 

trisha_29: i want you to stayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

joyful lia: smiles looking up to you 

joyful lia: caressing your lower back  

mylstoknowhere: smilessss back as my nose touches urs again and looks in ur eyes 

Bee_passionately_blue: you have a beautiful memory for romantic and sweet lyrics trish. 

trisha_29: funny your the broken one but im the only one that needed saving..cuz when 

you never see the light its hard to know which one of us is cavingggggggggggggg 

mylstoknowhere: places hands on ur hips as we sway gently to the music 

joyful lia: looks to you..seeing something so deep and touching 

joyful lia: kisses you softly..ty 

mylstoknowhere: no thank you lovely lia 

joyful lia: grins 

mylstoknowhere: hope i didnt keep u up ? to late 

joyful lia: i need to scoot for tonight 

trisha_29: tuuuuuuuuuuuune!!!!! 

trisha_29: tuuuuune 



Bee_passionately_blue: good night lia 

mylstoknowhere: sweet dreams lia rest well 

diaryofalover: nitey night lia 

joyful lia: gn bee 

trisha_29: good night sugar butt 

daviddirects: gn Lia 

D r a z: night lia hugsssssssssssssss 

joyful lia: ty myls..smiles 

D r a z:  sleep well 

joyful lia: gn sexy gf 

surfking_24: gn lia 

joyful lia: hugsss D  

joyful lia: gn surf..smiles 

joyful lia: ty all 

 
 
Dirty 
 
 
dirtyrpgirl: still in the pink panties and heels and chiffon top from earlier....watching 

myslef in the mirror's dance floor 

dirtyrpgirl: my feet apart as i put my hands on my hips and face the mirrors.......squating 

down and rubbing my inner thighs 

D r a z:  grins looking at  those strong thighs  

dirtyrpgirl: jiggling my boobs in the tight chiffon top of the dress i ripped 

dirtyrpgirl: dropping back on my hnads behind me.lifting my hips to hump the air......my 

panties tight to my body 

dirtyrpgirl: rocking my head left to right 

trisha_29: mmm mmmmmmmmm babygirl 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling the music down to my soul 

D r a z:  watching   the humping to  the rythmn  

dirtyrpgirl: dropping onto my butt on the dancefloor..lifting my right leg up high and 

pressing my leg to the side of my face......watching myself in the mirrors 

dirtyrpgirl: spins around as i drop my right leg and lifting my butt high in the air...my hair 

hanging in my face as i hold myself up by my hands and feet as my legs and arms 

stretch.....rubbing my panty clad ass to the mirror 

Gabriela92: Spritzes a little Windex just above Dirty's tushy... might as well get some 

extra benefit. 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles...thank ya gabi..now the back is as wet as the front!!! 

Gabriela92: I like the aroma in the front a lot better. 

dirtyrpgirl: wiggles my ass to clean the mirror 

dirtyrpgirl: winks.......i bet ya do 

dirtyrpgirl: Draz , caused that earlier by slow dancin with meeeeeeeeeeeeeee 



D r a z: whistles 

dirtyrpgirl: sure will !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: i swear i heard nessie whistling eralier too !!!..laughs 

D r a z: more like one of those whale sounds 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaooo Draz...uh huhhhhhh 

321driver: hey draz  

dirtyrpgirl: stands up and leaning back to the mirror...letting the back of my panty give it 

one last swoosh....to make it spotless 

dirtyrpgirl: runs my hands down both of my sides as i sway my hips to the tune 

dirtyrpgirl: letting them move up unbder my breasts...adjusting the top as shake my 

hiney 

D r a z: watching  the gentle caressing 

Gabriela92: bobs my head and tilts it from side to side, listening to the music and 

watching Dirty dance so erotically... 

dirtyrpgirl: wigggling my right heel at the toe.................letting my panty clad butt tap 

back to the mirror to the beat.................... 

Gabriela92: tapping the rhythm on the edge of the bar with my thumbs. 

dirtyrpgirl: then................unbuttoning the top down to just two buttons at the bottom, 

just above my belly 

Gabriela92: eyes tracing the edge of the open shirt front... mmmm.... 

dirtyrpgirl: and pushiung off from the mirrors and slides some on the 

dancefloor............stopping to bend at my hips and shake my booty as i let my arms sway 

at my hips 

D r a z: woo hoo ......... looking at  that sexy belly 

dirtyrpgirl: waves hi to home, smiling as i dance to the next tune 

homeandbored1962: hi dirty u dance nice 

Gabriela92: she's a great dancer, Home... very sensual. 

dirtyrpgirl: skipping to a brass pole on the dancefloor.......my left hand taking it as i skip 

around it, shaking my hiney to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: stopping with my back to the small crowd.......both hands up high on the pole 

as i wiggle my behind in my pink lace panties 

homeandbored1962: very hot dirty 

Gabriela92: watches those two sweet globes shake 

dirtyrpgirl: bending down the pole..my hands sliding as i let my hair touch the 

dancefloor...my butt up and pooched out..... 

D r a z: grins watching  the wigggle  

dirtyrpgirl: swaying and jiggling my asscheeks 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling the back of the panties riding into my butt 

dirtyrpgirl: tapping my right foot to the beat................... 

Gabriela92: looking at those extremely kissable sweet peaches of a tushy... 

D r a z: tapping out  the beat on te bar ........as my eyes are full of  dirtyys curve s  

homeandbored1962: totally enjoying the view 

dirtyrpgirl: then as i wiggle my butt...i shimmey down to the floor....at a squat as the tune 

subsides 



dirtyrpgirl: and with my knee's wide open..pulling myself to the pole with my panty 

covered crotch at the brass pole...............shaking and snapping my hips as i grind my 

crotch to the pole 

D r a z:  winks at dirty as  she grinds ............. mind racing  

dirtyrpgirl: thrusting and grinding my crotch to the cool brass 

dirtyrpgirl: lettin my hands start to walk up the pole 

homeandbored1962: smiling know how much she is enjoying that 

dirtyrpgirl: rubbing myself as i begin to stand.....my stance opn as i stand all the way up 

and then do a little dip...and grind and hump the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: looking over my shoulder at y'all.....winking and smiling 

homeandbored1962: just sitting here wishing it was me rubbing that 

D r a z: smiles at dirty as she winks ,.eyes on the humping hips  

Gabriela92: gives a low whistle.... 

dirtyrpgirl: then...kicking both legs out and up.....wrapping them to the top of the 

pole.........hanging upside down...trying to hold my breasts in with my hands.....hangin 

with my hair straight down........................ 

dirtyrpgirl: my butt rubbing to the pole......as i use my glut muscles to bounce me from 

the pole 

homeandbored1962: looking in amaze on how she does that 

Gabriela92: licks my lips and stares at the hands and their sweet, soft, full contents... 

D r a z: oo oo eeeeee .....so  hot  

dirtyrpgirl: rocking my upper torso ....causeing myself to start to 

spin........................lifting up as i bend at my abs and grabing the pole....i spin around and 

around..............smiling as my top opens more... 

dirtyrpgirl: making a blushing face as my boobs start to slip out of their nestled hiding 

place.................. 

homeandbored1962: so perfectly shaped 

dirtyrpgirl: then quickly lits up to avoid a wardrobe malfunction.......................... 

dirtyrpgirl: and with my legs stretching out i spin down the pole...my crotch rubbing tight 

to the brass, untill my hiney plops of the dancefloor 

dirtyrpgirl: laying back on my back...my legs stretched out to the pole as i button 2 

buttons on my top 

dirtyrpgirl: shaking my hips to the new beat....................... 

D r a z: the hiney  ............. shakes,......shes on fire  

dirtyrpgirl: kicking my legs from around the pole and holding them high in the 

air....running my hands down the back of my legs and thighs........................ 

D r a z: `shes smoking  on fire  

dirtyrpgirl: rolling over to my belly now...as i slide backwards to the back 

curtains........................... 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my breasts rub to the dancefloor...................and slipping in behind the 

curtains....... 

D r a z:  woo hoo  dirtyyyyyyyy 

dirtyrpgirl: jumping up and coming back out to curtsie.................then slips back into the 

curtains............................ 



D r a z:  stands and applauds ........ Bravo dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: thank You Draz !!!....blows you a kiss 

Gabriela92: Wooooooo, Dirty!!!! 

321driver: very very nice pearl  

321driver: clapping  

Gabriela92: Awesome!!! 

D r a z:  mmmmmm smile and slips  the kiss  in my trousers  

dirtyrpgirl: thank You gabi....blows you a kiss as well 

Gabriela92: Stands on the ring of my barstool and claps overhead. 

dirtyrpgirl: aw thanks driver !!!!another kiss blown to you 

Gabriela92: mmmm, sweet kisses... 

dirtyrpgirl: grabs a purple LAB satin robe and walks back out from the curtains and 

bow's...thank Y'all !!!! 

321driver: wonders where all the "wet" panties go? lol  

dirtyrpgirl: walking from the changin room tieing the belt of the robe around my waist 

and fluffs up my hair 

dirtyrpgirl: to the laundry basket silly 

321driver: wonders where all the "wet" panties go? lol  

dirtyrpgirl: walking from the changin room tieing the belt of the robe around my waist 

and fluffs up my hair 

dirtyrpgirl: to the laundry basket silly 

 
 

 

Dirty and Draz 
 
 
D r a z:  winks at dirty and pulls her out  to the dance floor 

dirtyrpgirl: sways as i look to Draz 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmm slides off of the barstool and falls into your arms 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying tight to you 

D r a z: smiles and sways with dirty in my arms  ........... as we hold each other close 

dirtyrpgirl: singing softly as i look into your eyes..........our bodies moving in unison 

dirtyrpgirl: makes a pouty face as the song ends 

D r a z:  sings ...tell it like it is ............ and turns round and round ............ holds you head 

to my shoulder ......... as we sway 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles and moves closer to you 

dirtyrpgirl: gives my hiney a little shake to the beat as we dance so tight and gracefuly 

D r a z:   smiles as our bodies press  together as we sway on the dancefloor 

dirtyrpgirl: waves to paul.......smiling as Draz and I dance together slowly 

dirtyrpgirl: resting the side of my face to Draz's shoulder as we move around the dance 

floor 

D r a z:  slowy turning  as i feel  the  lithe body  in my arms  . fingers gebntly pressing in 



herback as we move slowly  

joyful lia: smiles..setlles in quietly  

D r a z:  holds dirty close in my amers   as we pulse in an d ot together  to  the beat  

dirtyrpgirl: wb sissy !!!!! blows you a kiss as i dance with Draz 

dirtyrpgirl: stepping close to you and just arches back, letting my hair swing with my 

body as i look into your arms 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmm tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

D r a z:  fingers pressing your back as i arch over  you  and sway  you left and right before 

pulling  you up and closer  again  

dirtyrpgirl: steps back closer to Draz 

dirtyrpgirl: melting in his hands and touch....looking into his eyes as my favorite tune 

plays 

joyful lia: watches them sway..smiling  

dirtyrpgirl: singing with him softly....out lips so close...our bodies intertwined.......our feet 

shuffling across the dancefloor 

D r a z:  smiles as we look in each others eyes ......... closer  to you ..........wrapping my big 

arms as we sway  to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling my hips snap back and forth as i melt to the 

saxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

D r a z:  fingers gently fanning out in yourbacck .............. as our hips ruib as yu sanp the 

hips ,.............sexxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

dirtyrpgirl: letting go to run around you slowly..my long index finger tracing to your 

body, and then stopping in fron t of you, in your arms 

dirtyrpgirl: i can see it your eyes...i can hear it in your voice................believe me baby 

we've got no choice 

dirtyrpgirl: got to be closer to you...........closer to you................ 

dirtyrpgirl: wrapped in your loving arms...holding my tight................... 

D r a z: smiles as i hold you at arms length and then slides  you in    .....got have you 

closer  to me ......wrapping arms round you 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling to you as i sing to you......just feeling soo alive !!! 

D r a z: smiles as i slide one leg out and bend you over it and then pulls  you back up 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm hugss you soo tight as the music plays 

joyful lia: giggles..nice move D  

dirtyrpgirl: falls smiling and laughing over you bent leg....then my hair flies out as you lift 

me back 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

dirtyrpgirl: snuggles back tightly, letting me hiney sway and wiggle 

dirtyrpgirl: i love dancing with this man sissy !!!!! 

D r a z: smiles and start  to sway   as i feel the hiney  sway and wiggle .....pulse in and out   

dirtyrpgirl: letting my right leg move out and pressing my crotch and body to you 

joyful lia: grins..mmhhm he has some mad moves!  

dirtyrpgirl: yeah he does!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: and he knows just the right tunes too !!! 

D r a z:   sings wishing every day was like this .........as we dont rush  .........just  hold each 



other  close and   swings  you round ...... and stops...and swings you back   ...... and 

tugging  you back in  

joyful lia: smiless..yes he does  

dirtyrpgirl: my right hand in your left as i lean to the left......................then pops back and 

wiggles my hips some more 

dirtyrpgirl: grazing your lips to mine as i do 

dirtyrpgirl: i love this song !!!! 

D r a z:  smiles as time stops as we lose ourselves in the moment as we sway and kiss   

.........  .........winks i know 

dirtyrpgirl: you are soo good to me Draz!!!...kisses you as the tune stops 

joyful lia: blushes softly watching 2 of my most favorite people  

dirtyrpgirl: omgggggggggg...wet panty time!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: squirms my long legs together as the song starts 

joyful lia: lol  

dirtyrpgirl: purrring to your ear....nibbling at the lobe 

D r a z:  smiles and   winks at lia  ...............looks at dirty ...........  as i feel her hips 

dirtyrpgirl: ohh he knows what this song does to me sissy !!!! 

D r a z:  smiles and whispers ,,come on comeon  

dirtyrpgirl: slowly...seductively....letting my body move to yours 

dirtyrpgirl: biting my lower lip as i start to sing to you softly 

dirtyrpgirl: god i love slow times in the room !!! 

D r a z:  smiles as sway left and right as our noses rub.foreheads touch    ...singing to 

each other 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i watch you watching me............my hands just kneeding your 

behind as we sing together 

joyful lia: brb  

dirtyrpgirl: come on..........come on.....come on..........give inta meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

D r a z: smiles at you ...........mmmm  so  good  to  have you back dirty ..........  as we hold 

each other tightly ...........and spin  round as the song ends 

dirtyrpgirl: hb sissy !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: hugs you so tightly...so great to be back Draz !!!...kisses you deeply 

dirtyrpgirl: i do miss thjis times as well....smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: these^....giggles 

D r a z: kisses you  tenderly  ...........laffs we dont get many chnaces like this 

dirtyrpgirl: i am soo lucky !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: no we dont......smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: our own "special time" 

D r a z:  smiles yes very special 

dirtyrpgirl: it is for me Draz....smiles 

D r a z: holds  you close as the music moves  through us ........winks it is for me too 

dirtyrpgirl: good.......snuggles so tight to you....yo dont know how good that makes me 

feel !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: this is such a sensual song too!! 

D r a z: smiles ,.............. we deserve our own time  



dirtyrpgirl: i do so love your song selections........ 

dirtyrpgirl: yes we do !!!....giggles 

D r a z:  smiles it reminds me of my mother .....she had a music box played this tune 

D r a z:  lafsssss 

dirtyrpgirl: awwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww.......thats gonna make me cry 

Drazzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 

dirtyrpgirl: i love nat's smooth voice 

D r a z:  hugssssssss  you tight lots of foolish things remiond me of you 

dirtyrpgirl: awwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww Drazzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz.........you 

make me soo happy 

dirtyrpgirl: sways in your arms 

dirtyrpgirl: i love this song too !!!!! 

D r a z:  winks as we sway  .... 

D r a z:  smiles swings  you round ..........its a happy thing 

dirtyrpgirl: my long dress flying out as i swiing out.....it surely is Draz !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: a thin strapped chiffon dress with white heels.................... 

D r a z: smiles at  you .,,,,,,,look at us !! 

dirtyrpgirl: coming back to you and holding tight in your arms 

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh....look in the wall mirrors at us!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: i like those two sexy people!!!....giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

D r a z: hold ing  you in close   as we sway  ..................me too  ...............they lok good 

together  

dirtyrpgirl: turning with my back to you as you hold me and we watch ourselfs in the 

mirror...my head resting back to your shoulder 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands on your huge hands 

dirtyrpgirl: our bodies swaying tightly 

D r a z:  smiles as i hold  your head into my shoulder  as i   we look in the mirror 

dirtyrpgirl: giggleing as the back light shows my long legs and panties from through the 

dress 

dirtyrpgirl: maybe i shoulda worn a slip?....giggles and leans back and kisses your cheek 

D r a z:  swaying with  you......... hands holding  you back to me   ,smiles to see  your 

bright face looking back at m  

dirtyrpgirl: smiles to our reflection in the mirror 

dirtyrpgirl: you make me soo happy !!! 

D r a z:  smiles ........you always bring me a delight 

dirtyrpgirl: and i know i am a handful sometime.....lol 

D r a z:    laffss 

dirtyrpgirl: awwww thank you Draz...that is sooo sweet 

D r a z:  you are  so worth it ............you know 

dirtyrpgirl: steps to the side..my hand in yours......and curtsies.......giving my hiney a little 

wiggle 

D r a z:  takes an exagerated bow  



dirtyrpgirl: stop it !!!...i am trying not to cry !!!......smiles 

D r a z: laffsssssss ......... pulls  you in and twirls you round under my hand  

dirtyrpgirl: dances softly as i take the waist of the long chiffon dress in my hand...and rips 

it from me.....smiling as my pink lace panties and the top of the dress and heels are all i 

have on now 

dirtyrpgirl: my body rolling back onto your amr and slapping to your body...kissing you 

softly 

D r a z:  wraps an arm round your waist and    tugs  you tight  in to me .as i look at  the  

slim body 

dirtyrpgirl: it is a brothel...giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: looking into your eyes as they peer into the mirror at my panty clad butt 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles and kisses you 

dirtyrpgirl: kicking my right foot up behind me 

dirtyrpgirl: this is such a pretty song 

D r a z:  kisses  you as my fingers fan out in yor  back  ........ its a classic 

dirtyrpgirl: stepping back to show you the huge damp spot in my panties.......smiling at 

you 

 
 

 

Kelli 
 
 
kelli-: gonna dance duck 

paveduck: well, maybe i can stay for a lil bit of the dance  

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

kelli-: air guitar 

D r a z: here we go ....gonna be hell of a show  

kelli-: dancing hard 

kelli-: hips swivel 

kelli-: feel the beat 

D r a z: watches those hips swivel 

kelli-: jumps up 

kelli-: dancing hard 

kelli-: spins 

D r a z: watches  those hips go and hair fly 

kelli-: watching the boys watching me 

kelli-: legs high 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: clapping 

mylstoknowhere: sees that jump  

D r a z: puts hands  in the hair .........clapps and watches kelli 

kelli-: hips moving hard 

kelli-: clapping high 



mylstoknowhere: startin with tequila helps  

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: turns slowly  

mylstoknowhere: watches those hips move ! 

kelli-: sways buutt 

D r a z: smiles watching as kelli struts along the bar 

kelli-: upper body going crazy 

D r a z:  lets rock the joint  

kelli-: hair flying 

mylstoknowhere: woohooo rock 

mylstoknowhere: & 

mylstoknowhere: roll 

kelli-: strutts 

D r a z:  here she comes ........  

kelli-: left left right left 

D r a z: left left left right left 

kelli-: hips swinging  

D r a z:  lord help us all 

kelli-: strutts  

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: moving my butt to the beat 

D r a z:  so hard not to stare at tha badonka donk  

kelli-: butt circles 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: turns 

kelli-: slowly 

kelli-: slinky S moves 

kelli-: hips move in circles 

mylstoknowhere: 0_0 

kelli-: strutts 

D r a z:  watchs as kelli sways to the tune  

kelli-: slowly to the beat 

D r a z:  look at those yoga pants clinging 

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: leaning back 

kelli-: tosses air guitar to myls 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: works it 

mylstoknowhere: xcatches it 

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: thrust  

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: thrust 



mylstoknowhere: plucks the strings 

kelli-: thrust 

mylstoknowhere: strings 

kelli-: swivels  

kelli-: shakes my ass at you 

mylstoknowhere: wb katie 

kelli-: smiles over my shoulder 

kelli-: body .. left right left right 

mylstoknowhere: points the guitar at ur butt and twang's the g string 

kelli-: sways my ass at myles 

kelli-: moves slowly around the bar 

mylstoknowhere: strums the strings strutin on the dance floor while watchin the swayin 

ass 

kelli-: legs high 

kelli-: slow deliberate strut 

kelli-: air guitar again 

kelli-: leans back 

mylstoknowhere: leadin you 

kelli-: head swaying to the music 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

kelli-: rocking back and forth 

D r a z: watches as kelli  laysback  strumming 

kelli-: swivels 

kelli-: smile 

kelli-: gets into the beat 

D r a z: she’s a naughty little girl ....and i like it that way 

kelli-: slips to my knees 

mylstoknowhere: sets air guitar down  

kelli-: working back and forth 

mylstoknowhere: picks up the beat on the drums 

kelli-: swivels hips 

kelli-: leans back 

mylstoknowhere: hard drivin bass kicker 

kelli-: all the way to my back 

kelli-: hips thrusting  

kelli-: arching my back 

mylstoknowhere: so nawty 

mylstoknowhere: as i pound the skins 

kelli-: knees and head touching the bar 

kelli-: straightens up on my knees 

kelli-: down on all four 

Will 158: <follows kelli's hips with my eyes>  

mylstoknowhere: nawty four's  

kelli-: shakes my hair in myls face 



kelli-: moves back 

mylstoknowhere: blows hottttt air at you 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: up on my knees 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

D r a z: smiles up at kelli as she caresses her body  

mylstoknowhere: keeps that steady drivin beat on the bass  

kelli-: under the half tank 

kelli-: slowly pulls it over my head 

mylstoknowhere: 0_0 

kelli-: tight bandeau lets you know I'm having fun 

kelli-: thin material 

kelli-: lays down on the bar 

mylstoknowhere: sees the nips pokin at the thin material 

D r a z: watches the writhing body 

kelli-: pushing my hips up 

kelli-: rolls to my side 

kelli-: watching the boys  

kelli-: hand moving down  

mylstoknowhere: << wants her wicked ways ! 

mylstoknowhere: winks at kelli 

D r a z: its gorgeous  

kelli-: over my tummie 

kelli-: moves up to my knees 

kelli-: bows low 

Will 158: clap clap clap 

kelli-: body starts to sway  

kelli-: on all fours 

mylstoknowhere: feet tappin  

kelli-: hair waving back and forth 

mylstoknowhere: while watch kelli work it 

kelli-: flips my hair back 

kelli-: moves up to my feet 

D r a z: bops head to the beat .eyes on kellis  hips  

kelli-: sways .. eyes on yours 

kelli-: hands move to my hips 

kelli-: watching you watch 

kelli-: slowly rolls the waist band 

kelli-: hips sway 

kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: sideways 

kelli-: hips roll 

D r a z: grins as the tight yoga panta rerolled  

kelli-: rolls the waist again 



kelli-: rolls my hips as I turn my back 

kelli-: slowly turn  

Will 158: <smiles, eyes twinkling as kelli's body takes on a sheen>  

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: rolls the band one more time 

ratherbe: wb katie  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hips thrusting 

D r a z: eyeslooking along thethighs   

kelli-: leans waayyy back 

kelli-: thrust harder 

kelli-: head touching bar 

kelli-: thrust 

D r a z: smilesat kelli as the hipsthrust   

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: collapse on bar 

Will 158: clap clap clap 

D r a z: stands at side of stage with a LAB robe open   ............Bravo  kelli .nice dance 

kelli-: pushing my arms in the robe 

kelli-: thank you  

kelli-: thanx will 

D r a z: wraps kelli in the robe and ties  the belt 

mylstoknowhere: jumps up and appauds loudly wooooHOOOOOO 

 
 

 

Kelli  and Gabriela 

 
kelli-: slow strutt across the floor  

kelli-: hands on hips 

mylstoknowhere: sits by Gabi at piano and hugsss her ! 

kelli-: exagerated hip moves 

Gabriela92: watches that tushy strut... 

Gabriela92: bumps into Myls.... 

kelli-: steps .. point toe .. steps.. point other toe 

mylstoknowhere: rocks hips side to side with beat 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: slinky s body moves 

kelli-: circles between rockey and myls 

kelli-: then myls and road 

mylstoknowhere: woohoooo 

Gabriela92: plinks the piano parts out.... 

kelli-: shakes ma bootay  

JT_Roadhog_1080: looks at kelli dancin 



JT_Roadhog_1080: smilin 

trisha_29: woohoo work it kelli! 

kelli-: hips move is circles 

JT_Roadhog_1080: watches her hips closely 

kelli-: spins flairing the shirt 

mylstoknowhere: bangs on piano like they drums 

Gabriela92: Teddddddddddddddddddddddd!!!! 

kelli-: giggles 

trisha_29: reaches up and pulls the pony tail holder from my hair....shaking the wild locks 

free 

kelli-: watching trisha 

Gabriela92: grinds my buns into the piano bench.... 

kelli-: air guitar 

D r a z:  woo hoo  

kelli-: moves between the girls 

kelli-: hands on their shoulders 

kelli-: dance with me!!!!! 

trisha_29: hooks my nail in the tab of the zipper of my hoodie....tugging it down 

slowly....peeling the hoodie jacket off my shoulders revealing the little white tank 

top...dropping the hoodie to the side  

kelli-: come on Gab 

mylstoknowhere: watches the unzippin 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo baby !!! 

Gabriela92: eyes follow the zipper tab down.... 

kelli-: trisha takes over when her b/day hits 

Gabriela92: mmmm..... 

kelli-: have some fun now 

Gabriela92: kk... hops up and slithers up to Kelli 

kelli-: come on dg 

kelli-: come on trisha 

trisha_29: swinging my legs around a bit as i sit on my spot on the bar....watching 

kelli-: holds out my hands to trisha 

Gabriela92: heads out on to the dance floor and beckons to Dirty and Trisha... 

trisha_29: you girls dance...i wanna watch for a bit 

kelli-: aww.. ok 

kelli-: slow strutts over in time  

dirtyrpgirl: sits next to my baby...y'all go ahead 

kelli-: moves behind Gab 

Gabriela92: hands on head... grinding hips in slow circles... 

Gabriela92: occasional pelvic thrust to a chord... 

kelli-: runs my hands up your sides 

Gabriela92: looks back over my shoulder... 

kelli-: up your arms  

Gabriela92: backs my tushy into the front of Kelli.... 



kelli-: moves close 

Gabriela92: reaches back... runs my hands up and down the outside of her hips... 

kelli-: hands move down to your hips 

kelli-: smiles 

D r a z: taps out the beat on the bar 

mylstoknowhere: watchin the dancers smiles  

kelli-: whispers... 

Gabriela92: reaches back farther... takes a nice big hunk of those sweet buns and 

squeezes.... 

kelli-: hips press against your butt in time to the hard beat 

mylstoknowhere: but out of corner of eye sees that white tank top swayin side to side 

with a dirts beside her 

Gabriela92: turns to face Kelli and shimmies to the new song... 

kelli-: echoes Gabs moves 

JT_Roadhog_1080: looks back at the girls, admiring 

Gabriela92: curls a finger... "Come with me now!!!" 

kelli-: open mouth smiles .. eyes sparkling 

kelli-: licks my lips 

kelli-: leans into you 

Gabriela92: touches foreheads with Kelli... looking deeply into her eyes... 

Gabriela92: swaying to the beat... 

kelli-: ass swaying as I study your eyes 

Gabriela92: rests my hands on her midriff.... 

kelli-: hands on your shoulders 

Gabriela92: thumbs strumming her tummy.... 

kelli-: feet moving to the music 

JT_Roadhog_1080: takes a gulp of beer...  cocks head to side watchin the girls 

kelli-: pulls Gab to me 

Gabriela92: slide steps left twice...back twice... right twice.. front twice... a box step.... 

kelli-: copies 

Gabriela92: one hand on my tummy, one imbedded in my hair... 

kelli-: can we two step to this? 

Gabriela92: slowly turning and bumping my hips out... 

Gabriela92: could, I guess. 

kelli-: gets beside you  

D r a z: they got  the fire down below  

kelli-: arm around your waist 

Gabriela92: step, step... slide, step... 

kelli-: follows you 

Gabriela92: half spin... slide, slide... 

kelli-: laffes at how bad I am 

Gabriela92: back shuffle.... 

Gabriela92: giggles and shakes my hair out.... 

kelli-: grabs your waist and hold you infront of me 



kelli-: that was a bad idea 

Gabriela92: four small choo-choo step forward...then back... 

kelli-: rocks my hips to the music 

Gabriela92: side slide, side slide... 

D r a z: winks at the girls  

kelli-: no idea what I"m doing LOL 

Gabriela92: back walks three steps from Kelli... then back in... 

Gabriela92: half turns into her and bumps her with my ass.... 

kelli-: slowly turns in place .. hips swaying 

kelli-: leans forward bumping butts 

Gabriela92: takes her hand...  

Gabriela92: takes the other one.... 

Gabriela92: gn, Rocket 

Gabriela92: slides her flattened fingers down into my back pockets and dances with them 

there... 

kelli-: follows you .. squeezing 

Gabriela92: holds Kelli's wrists so her hands stay in the pockets... 

kelli-: smiles.. they aren't going anywhere 

Gabriela92: rolls the pelvis in smooth, long circles... 

Gabriela92: slightly bending the knees... 

Gabriela92: standing again... squatting.... 

Gabriela92: standing... 

kelli-: moves closer .. straddling one knee 

kelli-: body moving to the beat 

Gabriela92: moves closer...grinding myself into kelli's upper thigh... 

kelli-: pulling you tight against me 

Gabriela92: bouncing my knee so my leg bumps up between her legs... 

kelli-: grinding my thigh  

JT_Roadhog_1080: ooo 

Gabriela92: holds Kelli's tushy firmly... 

kelli-: crushing against you 

Gabriela92: rubs my chest across hers... 

Gabriela92: tuuuuunnnnnnnnnnnnnnnneee!!! 

kelli-: hips pick up the new beat 

Gabriela92: steps back a little, clapping overhead... 

Gabriela92: marching in place... 

kelli-: hands high...thrust thrust thrust thrust  

Gabriela92: snapping fingers up in the air... 

kelli-: clapping the beat 

Gabriela92: three quick spins... hair flung out around me.... 

D r a z: stands at  the side swaying  in my kilt ....pumping the bag on my pipes ......fingers 

on the flute  ...............and plays 

kelli-: turns in place .. hips swiveling 

Gabriela92: head snap to throw it over my face... 



Gabriela92: then another snap to toss it back over my shoulders.... 

kelli-: winks at Draz .. smiles hard 

Gabriela92: shakes head side to side... 

kelli-: head rocking back and forth  

Gabriela92: runs a few steps... slides on my knees to the corner of the dance floor.... 

Gabriela92: leans back, shaking my chest at the ceiling.... 

Gabriela92: hair touching the floor..... 

kelli-: stomping out the beat 

kelli-: watching Gab 

Gabriela92: looks at Kelli, upside down... smiling.... 

Gabriela92: rolls over onto hands and knees... 

kelli-: moves closer ..  

D r a z: its along way  to  the top  .woo hoo 

kelli-: giggles 

Gabriela92: crawls like a cat toward Kelli... 

kelli-: puuurrrrrrrr 

Gabriela92: puts my head between her knees.... 

kelli-: thrusts my hips 

Gabriela92: licks slowly up the inside of her leg until my head hits the hem of her skirt.... 

kelli-: giggles 

Gabriela92: stands and dances facing her.... 

Gabriela92: snapping finger left and right.... 

kelli-: leans into you dancing 

kelli-: whew 

Gabriela92: takes her hand and walks to the barstool.... 

D r a z:  we cant stop riocking 

Gabriela92: motions dirty and trisha with a toss of the head.... 

kelli-: sits in my bar chair 

D r a z:  winks at  the two girls and puts out two bottes of water 

D r a z:  smiles well done you two 

kelli-: thanks Draz 

Gabriela92: whew, thank you, Draz... fans myself a bit with an open, flat hand. 

D r a z:  turns the bar  fan to  the two girls  

 
Ivan   and Nightshades 
 
Ivan_Skavinsky: Would you like to dance?  I have two left feet. 

night_shade_1: i would love too stands and waits for you  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Crosses over to Shade, takes her in my arms and moves of slowly on to 

the dance floor. 

night_shade_1: tilts my head back..as my small hands slip around Your neck ..smiles and 

lets you guide me around the dance floor  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Slips my hand behind your back and draws you towards me.  This is a 

lovely feeling. 



night_shade_1: my long black hair hanging down past my ass..as my hips sway with the 

rhytum,,runs my fingertips in your hair as we move around the center of the room letting 

my body brush against yours 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Slide my fingers down your back responding to your ever so sensual 

movements. 

night_shade_1: smiles tickels the back of your neck as we move in smaller circles in and 

out of the lights letting my eyes look into yours while you guide me around the floor  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Gives you a quick peck on the cheek at the end of that dance. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Feel we should continue, draws you closer, I catch a waft of your 

fascinating perfume. 

night_shade_1: tilts my head kisses Your cheek as my hips sway with the new beat 

..letting my tummy and firm breasts brush against Your chest  

D r a z: brb making a quick call 

websterace3: looks over at Night mmmmmmmmmm nice 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Holds you tighter.  You're having quite an effect on me, Shade. 

night_shade_1: smiles at our new guest as Ivan guides me around in his arms sways my 

hair and lets my right knee brush up the inside of his  

Ivan_Skavinsky: I let my hand slide further down and feels the lovely firm shape.  Draws 

Shade closer. 

night_shade_1: winks ohh i do?  

websterace3: goes sits in my booth watching the lovely danceing 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Indeed you do. 

websterace3: lucky Ivan wooo hooo 

night_shade_1: smiles moves with You closer letting my hair swing side to side looks into 

your eyes and lets you pull me closer  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Pulls Shade closer our lips touch briefly. 

night_shade_1: mmmm you dont have two left feet 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It feels so right dancing with you, Shade, you have a lovely sense of 

rhythm. 

night_shade_1: sways in your arms winks and moves closer as the music moves my hips 

left and right 

Ivan_Skavinsky: You must be working magic on me somehow. 

night_shade_1: smiles at Draz sways with the music and lets my fingertips play with 

Ivan's hair as he moves me around in circles 

D r a z: winks 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Draws, Shade a little closer and gives her areal kiss on the lips. 

night_shade_1: pursss as my lips part letting Ivan pull me closer an warm his lips with 

mine 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Pulls Shade closer.  It's fantastic how our movements blend together. 

Kisses her agin. 

night_shade_1: sways my hips and hair with the music letting my tummy and breasts 

mold to you as my right leg slides up the inside of yours to pull you closer as we dance 

together 



Ivan_Skavinsky: Takes a turn and swings you towards me so that we are flung together.  

Slides my had down across your buttock and draws you towards me. 

night_shade_1: giggles at the man with two left feet as he spins me out than back in 

swings my hips as they bump his and moves back into his arms 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's the effect you're having on me, Shade, you can even coordinate my 

two left feet. 

night_shade_1: archs my back so my chest crushs against yours runs my hands in your 

hair tugs and wets your lips with the tip of my pink tongue as my body grinds with the 

music  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Touches your tongue with mine. Pulls you tightly towards me and 

blends the rhythm of our bodies together. 

night_shade_1: waves over your shoulder at Draz while we move around the floor 

casting shadows onto the walls  

D r a z: waves 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Sorry Draz, Shade is having a terrific influence on me. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's leaving me unable to concentrate on anything else. 

night_shade_1: smiles its the music  

night_shade_1: it gets to me too 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I love music but it doesn't usually affect me this way. 

night_shade_1: smiles this music gets to me  

night_shade_1: dancing to it makes all the difference 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's dancing with the right partner that does it, Shade. 

night_shade_1: dances around so Draz can see me as i move in and out of the darkness  

night_shade_1: spins around shakes my ass at the D/j an moves back into Ivan's arms  

night_shade_1: pushs against you kisses your lips we where right about here 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Siezes the opportunity and pulls Shade even closer so that we're moving 

as one. 

night_shade_1: slips and hooks my right foot behind your knee leans back and lets my 

hair brush the floor as my tummy grinds in circles with the music  

night_shade_1: tugs your hair lifts my small body back to yours..thank you Ivan that was 

a nice welcome  

night_shade_1: kisses your cheek slowly turns and moves to the bar  

Ivan_Skavinsky: It was fantasic for me, Shade.  Would you like a drink so that we can sit 

down and you can tell me all about yourself? 

night_shade_1: i could use one yes 

Ivan_Skavinsky: What would you like? 

night_shade_1: do they have apple cider here? 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I think so.  Is that right, Draz. 

night_shade_1: sits on a bar stool crosses my legs and lets my hands rest on each of my 

thighs  

night_shade_1: thank You Draz for the music  

D r a z: smiles pleasure 

 
 



Nightshades 
night_shade_1: wiggles on greys one hump  

trisha_29: lol shade 

greygriffin20: haha 

joyful lia: lol 

night_shade_1: am i teasing you grey? 

greygriffin20: a bit id say....though one can never be sure 

night_shade_1: winks oh.... what about now..winks and presses my two humps to your 

cheeks  

night_shade_1: shakes my shoulders and smiles at Draz  

D r a z: winks at  shade 

greygriffin20: id say yes, but the difference between teasing and not teaseing is intent 

night_shade_1: smiles at grey waves my arms out to my side as i shimmy my shoulders 

and does the shimmy and shake making my boobs shake side to side  

joyful lia: booty booty 

greygriffin20: hehe enjoys the movement.... this is actually the first time ive ever heard 

the song all the way through 

night_shade_1: shakes my shoulders making my hair cover my booty as it sways with the 

new beat waves my arms over my head to let grey catch his breath 

greygriffin20: smiles....your very thoughtful shade hehe 

night_shade_1: winks archs back sweeps the floor with my black hair rocks my hips and 

lets my boobs move under my top  

night_shade_1: shakes the lower half of my body lays my hands on the floor over my 

head winks at who is sitting across the room from me as the chair makes more noise  

night_shade_1: bounces my booty on greys lap as my ankles hook the chairs legs to keep 

from sliding off  

D r a z: laffs shade  

Gabriela92: oh, Grey getting a lap dance? 

greygriffin20: one hell of one at that 

night_shade_1: pushs up with my hands as my hair fans out on the floor hope its clean 

smiles and bucks my hips up and down with the beat of the song 

Gabriela92: nice 

night_shade_1: opens and closes my eyes wiggles my hips right left and right as my top 

slides up my tummy lifts my head smiles at grey then sits back up nice and slow so as not 

to slide onto the floor  

night_shade_1: slides down his legs to his knees grips his shirt ...looks into his eyes and 

rips the last button free as my hands tug his shirt off his shoulders  

greygriffin20: oh dear  

night_shade_1: pulls it down his arms smiles and lowers my pink lips to his chest nibbles 

as the beat moves my shoulders and long black hair  

night_shade_1: flicks my tongue along his jaw from his left ear to the right one than back 

down to see if i am teasing him yet? 

greygriffin20: *watches in surprise as i bite my bottom lip roughly*  

greygriffin20: whispers lightly i think that’s a yes 



Gabriela92: Bets $20 GG can't stand up right now; LOL 

Gabriela92: with his LEGS, I mean. 

greygriffin20: lol 

night_shade_1: winks runs my tongue along my top lip letting my bottom open part 

some closes my eyes and kisses my way up to his left earlobe tugs and teases his chest 

with my hard nippples under my top  

greygriffin20: i recommend that no one takes her bet 

night_shade_1: whispers into your ear what a hump you have now as i grind my tummy 

to yours and winks  

greygriffin20: thats because your extremely talented 

night_shade_1: runs my fingers in your hair tugs your head back opens my eyes and 

gives you a wet kiss before the song ends 

greygriffin20: *enjoyes the kiss and nips your bottom lip lightly before you pull away* 

night_shade_1: stands letting my lower body sway side to side and my hair covers my 

butt looks over my shoulder smiles st Darz and steps back  

D r a z: wink at  shade and applauds ..................well done shade 

Gabriela92: awesome, Shade, yes... 

D r a z:   nicely done 

night_shade_1: turns to the bar can i get that drink now? 

greygriffin20: very amazing winks* 

Gabriela92: I think you've earned it, Shade!!! 

Gabriela92: Girl needs cooling off.... 

night_shade_1: thank you all for your complements 

greygriffin20: shes not the only one....may i have an ice water please 

night_shade_1: but grey is the one that needs look after  

D r a z:  pours an icecold water and slides it over  to gg 

greygriffin20: hehe 

greygriffin20: thank you draz 

 

 
night_shade_1: stands infront of joe rocks my ass with my hands on my hips to see if he 

is alive  

D r a z: that should wake the dead 

night_shade_1: smiles at him and lets my hair flow down my back and covers my butt as 

i rock side to side and sees that he isn't here 

night_shade_1: spins around an walks down to Dukes  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: smiles watching night cute ass and hair sway 

night_shade_1: hello dear smiles an runs my fingers down your chest to the top of your 

jeans  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: hello night 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: grins 

night_shade_1: wiggles my hips as lets my fingertips brush against the front of your 

jeans as my ass sways with the beat  



night_shade_1: looks down as my fingertips touch the front of Dukes pants,mmmmm 

then runs them back up your chest and sits down on your knees 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: smiles letting you sit there on my knees 

night_shade_1: rocks the top half of my body smiles and runs my hands up ober your 

shoulders and rocks my head  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: smiles enjoying every second of this 

dirtyrpgirl: i am doung very well, thank you paul !!...and yourself? 

night_shade_1: whispers sit still as i slide up your legs letting my tummy brush against 

yours and tugs your head back so my tits dont touch your lips 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: smiles softly knowing to only ever touch if invited 

night_shade_1: rolls my hips side to side as the tip of my tongue slips out between my 

pink lips to wet my top one as my fingertips run down your arms squeezes and rocks with 

the tune 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: Draz could you get an icebucket on standby i think im gonna need 

one after this 

night_shade_1: thrusts my hips squeezes your arms as i lay back letting my hair brush 

the floor making the chair move under us  

D r a z: pulls out  the ice bucket   

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo shade !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: grabs a piece of ice outa the ice bucket and rubs it to my chest,just above my 

top 

night_shade_1: smiles across the room as my ankles hook the legs of the chair as i buck 

up and down making my ass bounce on your groin  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: smiles  im getting a bit warm here  or have you turned the heat upm 

900 degrees or so Draz 

night_shade_1: shakes my head sending my hair out on the floor while i rock my hips 

while  my arms lay out over my head grabs my long hair an lets my ass grind with the 

beat of the song 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: lets a soft gentle moan escape my lips 

night_shade_1: smiles at dirty rocks the top half of my body making my small top slide 

up my tummy and archs more so the chair moves  

dirtyrpgirl: nice movessssssssssss shade !!...smiles 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: looks down at shade lust burning in my eyes but does nothing  

night_shade_1: smiles as my ankles grip the chair lifts my body as it shimmys left and 

right making my long hair fanout behind me as i look up at Duke and unzips my top to the 

center of my chest  

night_shade_1: winks at draz rocks my hips making the chair squeek as the top half of 

my body moves to the beat  

D r a z: winks at  shade 

night_shade_1: crossses my wrists over my head as i slowly sit back up smiles into Dukes 

syes as my ass moves right left and right right on top of his manhood making it hard for 

him to sit still 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: looking down at shade smiling not quitre believing my luck as shade 

dances for me 



dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i watch shade....isnt she sexy Draz 

D r a z: sure is dirty 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: tries hard to concertrate  but damn its impossible 

night_shade_1: winks at dirty in the mirror shakes my head sending my hair over my 

shoulders and covers my tits an grabs dukes shoulders pushs him back down as i buck 

with the faster beat  

dirtyrpgirl: smiling to the mirror and winks back to shade 

night_shade_1: stands up smiles and rocks my lower body with the beat shakes my hair 

back over my shoulders and unzips my top more  

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo shade !!! 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: looks up at shade lost in lust but not doing a thing to jeopardize the 

sexy hot dance 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: sits there shocked manages to stammer a thankyou  to shade 

night_shade_1: pushs duke back smiles concentrate on this winks and unzips my top to 

my belly button letting my tanned tummy and breeasts be seen threw the top and my 

hair just enought to get a reaction  

dirtyrpgirl: wow....very hot and erotic shade....smiles 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: moans softly whispering you know how to make me want shade  

night_shade_1: places my hands flat on the wall behind dukes head smiles and rocks my 

hips with the new tune as the top shows more but not to much  

night_shade_1: archs back trusts my hips side to side my tummy inches from your face 

winks at dirty as my hair hangs down to the floor as my top almost falls open  

night_shade_1: waves at Brent as my hips move with the beat an feels duke move under 

my legs  

night_shade_1: bounces up and down making my boobs push my top up my tummy while 

my hips sway left and right  

night_shade_1: jumps up winks at duke spins around and sits back down  

night_shade_1: rocks my hips and feels something between my cheeks 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: smiles  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: wow whilstles  that was hot 

night_shade_1: rocks side to side grabs a peice of ice slips it between my lips and tongue 

like the song said winks and pushs back to dukes as i suck the ice 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: lord shade you know how to give me the major i wants ... 

night_shade_1: swings my head slapping dukes with my long hair as i bounce and grips 

my knees with my hands  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: moans and starts to stammer mmmman so ffffriggin hot 

night_shade_1: turns my head smiles and gives you a kiss as my ass brushs left and right  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: returns the kiss gently  

night_shade_1: squeezes your knees as my hips and ass sway side to side with the beat 

making your jeans tighter in the right place  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: moans softly i dddont mind at all  

night_shade_1: spins around winks and places my left foot on your shoulder rocks my 

hips and thrusts my hips with the new beat  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: is mesmerized by shade 



night_shade_1: smiles at dukes rocks my hips and lets my tummy move closer to his lips 

as my foot pushs down on your shoulder rockin to the beat of this song  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: best make is an ice bath Draz sod the bucket of ice 

hdroadking296: nice bunns shades  

night_shade_1: cups m y breasts smiles and rocks side to side letting my hair fly side to 

side and thrusts my hips with the beat  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: some how manages to stutter ccan i add you to my pppppalist shade 

night_shade_1: wiggles my hips ..smiles at dukes steps back and lets my top come 

unzipped all the way now but shakes my hair so it cover smy boobs  

joyful lia: you may need some therapy for that Dukes,lol  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: ttttttherapy think i gonna need mmmmmore than therapy 

night_shade_1: bends over smiles and kisses your chest as i turn and walk to the bar 

letting my ass swing with the beat and rezips my top  

joyful lia: whispers to dukes...maybe you need some shade therapy?  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: lol would love that  lia lol 

D r a z: winks at shade ........applauds and hoots and hollers  ...........great dance  

bleedingheart26: gm gabe... smiles 

Dukes_of_Hazzard:  wow  runs to the ices bath jumps in fully clothed 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: dissapears in a cloud of steam 

 

 
Dukes_of_Hazzard: smiles at shade  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: whispers in her ear you know how to make my day 

night_shade_1: lays back tilts my head and lets my body wiggle..humm i do? 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: grins yep gently strokes shades hair 

night_shade_1: sips my water wiggles my nose at Draz as my lower body moves with the 

music 

D r a z: smiles at shade ..wipes the bar 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: smiles as shade moves round in my lap enjoying her comapnay and 

the way she moves 

night_shade_1: lifts the glass up over my white top smiles and lets the water drip down 

onto my breasts while i sway left and right on Dukes lap making the chair move  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: mmmm god you know how to get my attention shade 

night_shade_1: unzips it some so the cool water can run down my tummy ..looks around 

and lets my ass grind against Dukes groin  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: lets a gentle moan escape me lips into shades ear 

night_shade_1: shakes my shoulders tugs on your earlobe and lets the water drip down 

between my legs getting your pants wet  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: whispers you know how to make a man want you in shades ear as my 

pants get wet 

night_shade_1: closes my eyes rocks my hips up and down ..smilessssss and rocks my 

head side to side while the music moves me on the chair  



night_shade_1: stands turns to face you and lets my long hair cover my boobs as i unzip 

my top all the way down..rocks my ass with the music and puts my hands flat on the wall 

on each side of your head  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: gently touches shade no where in appropriate caressing her gently as 

she moves 

D r a z: hands 

night_shade_1: pushs your knees together ..drops onto the chair on my knees rocking 

with the music and lets my shoulders shimmy while i wink at Draz  

D r a z: winks 

night_shade_1: slaps Duke with my hair ..no touching ...... an lets my ass swing left right 

left and right with the beat  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: lord you have no idea how hard im trying not to touch Draz shade 

just does something to me..sits on my hands 

night_shade_1: smiles an bounces to see something as my boobs move with my hips as 

my hands grip the wall and rocks side to side to rock my lower body with the new song  

night_shade_1: licks my lips..slides my hands down your chest tugs your shirt and grinds 

my tummy..an whispers naughty words in your ear  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: man i havent wanted something this bad in a very very long time 

night_shade_1: puurssssss tilts my head....rolls my hips right and left ..grabs Dukes head 

and pushs it between my tits  

night_shade_1: groans archs and lets my wet breasts touch your lips smiles pushs your 

head back winks and shakes my head to tease you more 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: man but what a mouthfull  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: is in total bliss 

natalie_uk_2: looks like a nice place to be Dukes  

night_shade_1: lifts your arms up over your head winks pushs down and rocks my 

hips..looks at Draz..stands up and whispers ty Dukes steps back and runs my fingertip 

down your chest to your zipper then slips my finger between my lips as i turn and walk 

away  

D r a z: wipes  the bar  as i watch shade walk away  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: watches shade and wishes 

night_shade_1: smiles back at you wiggles my ass and rezips my white top  

night_shade_1: smooths down my skirt..smirks in the mirror sits at the bar and winks  

D r a z: smiles looking at shade  .....  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: man shade you know how to push my buttons 
night_shade_1: smiles its not your buttons i was pushing 

 
 
 
night_shade_1: this beat gets me going  

night_shade_1: smiles sits at the bar rocks my hips as my hair covers my chest  

Gabriela92: mmmm, nice rocking 

D r a z: watchesthe hair  jiggle over  the breast  



night_shade_1: snaps my fingers waves my hair and lets my hips move left and right  

mylstoknowhere: walks up to bar hip bumps shade night_shade_1: sure  

night_shade_1: a ginger ale would be nice 

night_shade_1: winks in the mirror wiggles my hips and lets my hip thrust left left left 

and right  

D r a z: watches ............. so hard not to stare at that badonka donk 

night_shade_1: dances around the bar stool sips my drink as the tip of my tongue wets 

my top lip  

D r a z: thats what we are talking about ..those hips 

night_shade_1: winks swats my badonka  donk and smiles at the people looking in the 

mirror 

mylstoknowhere: smiles back 

Gabriela92: mirror, hell... I'm just plain staring. 

night_shade_1: smiles at Gabriela spins around winks and lets my hips thrust rigth left 

right and left again as my hair hangs down my back 

D r a z: watches the booty move  to  the beat .......whoa .....turn it on .....  

mylstoknowhere: tappin my feet to the beat as those hips thrust 

night_shade_1: moves over to You shakes my shoulders..letting my tummy rock back and 

forth while my fingertips slide up your arms  

mylstoknowhere: smilessssss watchin that tummy 

night_shade_1: slides under your hair smiles an tugs you closer as my tummy moves 

with the beat  

mylstoknowhere: hands on ur hips as u tugged me closer  

night_shade_1: tosses my head to one side winks and rocks my hips as the song speeds 

up  

mylstoknowhere: rocks my head side to side  

night_shade_1: smiles moves behind nowhere runs my fingertips up his back as my hips 

sway to the song letting my hair cover my butt  

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmmm smilessssss 

trisha_29: getcha little fine ass on the steps and shimmy........... 

night_shade_1: swats his butt runs my right hand across his chest and down his stomach 

then tugs on his jeans as my hips swing left and right 

trisha_29: ready set lets rolllllllllllllllllllll 

trisha_29: ready set lets riiiiiiiiiiide....... 

mylstoknowhere: grinssss at the swat reaches my hands behind me puts them on ur hips 

feelin them swing  

night_shade_1: turns shakes my ass and moves back to the bar stoll i started at  

night_shade_1: hops up on the bar smiles and lets my hair and shoulders rock to this 

song 

mylstoknowhere: grinss at the shakin ass and pats the bar stool 

trisha_29: lol you suck driver! 

night_shade_1: sits on the table in your booth smiles and traps you beteen my feet  

websterace3: mmmmmmm looks up at you and smiles 



websterace3: nice feet 

night_shade_1: rocks with the music lets my hair flow down my back and runs my right 

foot up and down your leg  

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmm 

websterace3: feels your foot n my leg  

websterace3: reaches down and rubs your leg 

night_shade_1: pushs you back with the ball of  my foot shimmys my shoulders and rests 

my foot on your shoulder  

websterace3: lets my hands slide up and down your legs 

websterace3: smiles 

night_shade_1: wiggles  my nose and toes with the music leans back and lets my free 

foot tease your tummy and chest while draz tries not to look  

websterace3: catches my breath 

websterace3: enjoying the nice view of your sexy legs 

night_shade_1: slides on the table winks and lets my foot push webster back into his 

booth while i let the music move my shoulders looks into your eyes and licks my lips 

websterace3: smiles back at you as I watch you move 

D r a z: smiles watching  the rythmn invade shade 

websterace3: watches your tongue on your lips 

night_shade_1: drops my foot down to your groin winks and lets the weight of my foot 

move up and down 

websterace3: moans 

websterace3: wiggles around 

websterace3: feels the pressure of your foot mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

night_shade_1: smiles as my ass moves on your table archs my back to thrust my breasts 

against my small top while my toes teases the front of your pants before the room fills up 

websterace3: licks my lips 

websterace3: moans again looks up at your top 

websterace3: trying to stay calm 

websterace3: heart beats faster 

night_shade_1: rocks my shoulders and head sits down on the end of the table smiles 

and grabs each of your shoulders as my body moves with the music 

websterace3: sways with you 

night_shade_1: runs my ass up your legs as i bounce some to tease you letting my body 

push against yours  

websterace3: places hands on your hips as you move 

websterace3: feels your lovely body rub against me 

night_shade_1: pulls your head back smirks and lets my long hair cover my face while my 

lips touch yours and pins you on the booth  

websterace3: kisses you back feeling your hair cover our faces 

websterace3: takes in your scent 

websterace3: oh so nice 



night_shade_1: looks around winks opens your shirt.....an flicks the tip of my tongue 

around your nipples an makes wet trails on your chest while my hands push you back 

into the leather booth  

websterace3: slides back feels your hot tongue on my chest 

websterace3: eyes glue to you 

night_shade_1: thrusts my hips pressing my back against the edge of your table...lifting 

my ass with the music..rocks side to side and smiles  

websterace3: moans with pleasure as you move 

night_shade_1: whispers i don't see whats so scarry about your booth? 

websterace3: well looks like you have tamed the wild beast 

night_shade_1: winks at Draz nips on the nape of websters neck as the song changes 

and kicks my right foot up and over his shoulder spins and sits with my back to webster 

now 

D r a z: winks at shade  

websterace3: kisses her neck as she sits down 

night_shade_1: rocks my head left and right snaps my fingers an unbuttons my top so 

the cool air can flow over my nipples as i move on the table  

websterace3: looks over her shoulder  

websterace3: wiggles under her 

websterace3: what a way to start the day wooo hooo 

night_shade_1: winks lays back so my head hangs off the side letting my hair cover 

wensters groin smiles up at him and pushs my feet down into the leather bench while my 

body moves with the music inches off the table 

websterace3: looks down on her as she moves to the beat of the music 

night_shade_1: closes my eyes as my tongue wets my lips my head sways side to side 

and lets my hair sweep back and forth on websters groin and legs  

websterace3: watching her lovely body move all around  

night_shade_1: opens my eye winks and wiggles my ass on the edge of the moving table 

while my feet push my hips up and down with the music 

websterace3: heart beating even faster 

websterace3: holds onto the table 

night_shade_1: winks and turns so i am laying along the table bends my knees ..winks at 

Draz and lets my hands slide up and down my chest to tease webster more  

websterace3: enjoying all the lovely movements 

websterace3: licks my lips as the heat raises 

night_shade_1: unbuttons my top to my belly button smiles and lets my ass clean sway 

with the music  

D r a z: winks atshade 

websterace3: watches her haands 

websterace3: sees her top open up more  

websterace3: takes a deep breath 

night_shade_1: tugs my top from my shorts smiles as my now shiney skin shines under 

the lights makes me licks my bottom lip and wiggles on the table making it move some 

websterace3: smiles and winks as I watch her closely 



night_shade_1: wiggles my fingers on my right hand at red as my left one runs up and 

down my tummy  

night_shade_1: rocks my hips with the new beat ..smiles and lets my ass thrust up and 

down while my hands tease draz and webster 

websterace3: dam sorry am very excited watching Shade 

night_shade_1: tugs my top out of my shorts smiles an lets my hips sway side to side on 

the table while my hair hangs down the side onto websters lap to hide what is happening 

websterace3: smiles  

websterace3: as I blush 

websterace3: good thing she has lots of hair 

night_shade_1: winks at red rocks my shoulders while my two hands slide up and down 

my tummy cupping my breasts as my hips thrust with the beat  

redtail777: Whew, getting very hot in here 

night_shade_1: rolls onto my knees smiles at webster mmmmm you might be right red 

as my hair hangs down my face rests on my elbows and rocks my ass left and right  

websterace3: I don't know about shinning but something is raiseing 

websterace3: lucky table 

websterace3: she does take ones breath away 

redtail777: places a LAB napkin on my lap, as all gentlemen do as they slide to a seat at 

the table 

night_shade_1: rocks my head pushs up omto my knees ..winks at webster as my hands 

grip my top yanks it open to flash m,y bra at him ..while i rock my lower body with the 

beat and winks at draz in the mirror 

redtail777: Heart beating 

D r a z: smiles and winks at shade 

websterace3: smiles as my eyes take in the lovely view 

redtail777: mops my brow with the LAB napkin 

websterace3: licks my lips 

redtail777: places my  

websterace3: takes a deep breath 

night_shade_1: drops my top over your head,,rocks my lower body smiles and lets my 

breasts touch your cheeks as my tops keeps you from seeing how small my bra is  

redtail777: leans back in my chair and looks up 

redtail777: heaven with no stars 

night_shade_1: drops my head down below the table grins and tugs the front of your 

pants with my teeth to tease you as my ass sways lwith the beat of the new song 

websterace3: wonders how the bra stays in place under all that stress 

redtail777: watches as drools formoms on Web's lips 

websterace3: moans 

night_shade_1: lifts my head winks at draz and drops my head back to websters groin 

dont move  

websterace3: stays still 

redtail777: tension grips the room 

D r a z: runs my fingers over  the room  keys  



redtail777: one layer of cloth between shade's lips and Webs's  . . . .  

night_shade_1: unbuttons the one button on his pants with my tongue and teeth smiles 

..winks and kisses the zipper good boy  

websterace3: heart beats faster 

websterace3: wow takes in a deep breath 

redtail777: takes two deeper breaths 

websterace3: good thing its metal 

websterace3: its at its limit right now 

night_shade_1: tilts my head smiles and shakes it to see if it breaks ..sits back smiles and 

tugs my top off his head so he can see  

websterace3: ty  

redtail777: hands over my eyes . . two heads??? 

night_shade_1: ty for the dance smiles kisses your cheek ..and slips off your table  

websterace3: ty you it was a eye opener 

websterace3: melts into the leather couch 

D r a z: smiles and applauds shade  ,,,,,,,,,,,,bravo bravo ,.,.,.,. 

night_shade_1: walks to the bar swaying my hips as my top hangs over my right 

shoulder and lets my bra show off my young breasts as they push my bra out  

websterace3: wow that was great 

redtail777: cccccccccccccc for Night Shade 

D r a z: smiles watching shade slide over  to  the bar  

redtail777: tosses the now very moist LAB napkin in the waste 

night_shade_1: glad you enjoyed it red .. 

redtail777: just nods . .and smiles 

 
 


